
Performance Conditioning 
for Sports Teams
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Objectives
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§ Primary objective is to apply strategic leadership, performance management and organisation
principles and practices within sport environments 

§ Secondary objectives include introducing performance related skills, behaviours, values and 
attitudes for general application:

– School, post-school studies

– Careers, vocations

– Organisations, institutions

The content and process has been generated by 25 years experience as in Industrial 
Psychologist, Business Consultant, Researcher and Author.
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Sports has the opportunity to
teach and provide life skills
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§ Run a consulting practice which specialises in leadership, strategy execution and organisation 
effectiveness

- Performance and change

§ Registered Psychologist with 25 years experience on four continents

§ Published two books

§ Six degrees; 3 of which are Masters degrees on related topics:

§ Attended various training and education programmes out of interest

§ Played fairly competitively

§ Watch and attend games at all levels: Club, Provincial, International

- See similarities

§ Unique insights from Sports Journalists in South Africa and elsewhere

§ Read many texts, biographies, autobiographies, articles, manuals

The Organisational Psychology of teams and individuals is where my interests are.
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Section A: Model and 
Framework 
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§ Background and experience
§ Systems orientation
§ Strategy, leadership and change
§ Conceptual model
§ Plan-Do-Review



I adopt a systems orientation: A sample 
systems diagram of “Team Platinum”
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Systems are inherently complex and do not always follow a linear, rational, cause and 
effect format.

Strengths, 
Weaknesses

Teamwork

Knowledge

Culture

Reviews, 
reinforcement

Rewards

Barriers 
Obstacles 

Vision and values

Style and behaviours

Leadership

Activities and training

Non-
negotiables

Team patterns

Strategy and objectives

Goals, measures 
and targets

Tools

Communications

PDR’s

Plan tactics

Skills and techniques

Milestones

Satisfiers

Personality

Fears, anxiety

Awareness

Personal 
patterns

Drivers, satisfiers

Motivators

Preferences

Attitudes

Resistance

Conflicts

Secondary Primary

Inner Outer

Feedback

Learning



Strategy, leadership and change
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Focus Area Key Questions Practices

Strategy
§ Team strategy?
§ Game plan (s)?

§ Performance culture?

§ Visioning exercise
§ Detailed plan for season

§ Tactics per game competitor analysis
§ SWOT

Leadership

§ How to provide and teach leadership”?
§ How to instil and use values?

§ Team captain?
§ Off field leadership?
§ “Every player a leader”

§ Strategy and P-D-R’s
§ Values clarification and expected behaviours

§ Personal programme
§ Values (on the field and off the field)
§ Personal contribution

Change
§ How to instigate change?
§ How to engage, communicate?
§ How to change, be flexible and adaptable?

§ SWOT
§ Communications officers / role per team
§ Team phases – emotional cycle of change



Plan-Do-Review (PDR)
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Plan Do Review

§ Team strategy
§ Season plan
§ Game plans

§ Opposition awareness
§ Team selection and feedback
§ Support for coach
§ Communications

§ Detailed plans, training and tactics
• Fundamentals
• Basic skills
• Etc

§ Roles
• Plan per player

§ Nutrition and fitness
§ Relaxation, visualisation and imagery 

§ Time before
§ Team building activities

§ Match day preparation
§ Getting there and arrivals
§ Presence, body language and awareness

§ Pitch inspection, markers
§ Changing, warming up and stretching
§ Switching on; switching off
§ Goal reminders

§ Primary and recently effect
§ Settling in
§ Execution
§ Communication, feedback and 

encouragement
§ Handling pressure
§ Final whistle
§ Coach time

§ Game analysis and feedback
§ Self evaluation and coach assessment
§ Improvement and leverage areas

§ Next game
§ Week ahead

Before During After



Conceptual Model
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Strategy and game plan

Roles and Responsibilities

Squad Selection

Fundamentals of fitness, 
fun and focus

Team and individual goals

Basic skills of 
passing, clearing 
and tackling

Set pieces

Tactics and Training

Leadership and 
Support for the 

coach 

Match day

Nutrition

Post game



Section B: Toolkits
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§ Game strategy, planning and execution
§ On field selection; off field selection
§ Roles and responsibilities
§ Tactics and training – Psychological input
§ Goal setting: teams and individuals
§ Individual mental conditioning programmes
§ Performance management
§ Arousal, resilience and ‘big games’
§ Relaxation
§ Learning and continuous improvement
§ Support, communications
§ Culture



Toolkit 1: Game Strategy and 
Plan
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§ To formulate a team strategy for the coming season

§ To align key activities behind the expressed strategy

§ To agree on operational plans and tactics

§ Strategy is mostly about what is not done:
– Not only about what is done

§ Strategy must be ‘fit-for-purpose’, understandable and realistic
§ Strategy needs to be everybody’s business

– Not only the coach!

§ Everybody and everything is important
§ Needs to be reviewed and can be altered:

– Pragmatic

§ Is a National process but needs to take emotional, political factors into 
account

§ Strategy provides direction and a view of the future
§ It is set out by leadership but built with the squad:

– Inclusive and participative

§ Measureable in tangible and intangible ways:
– Hard and soft
– Quantitative and qualitative
– Output and input oriented
– Outcome and process oriented

§ KISS

Objectives Empirical findings

Implications and recommendations

§ Visioning, values clarification

§ Strategy formulation

§ Strategic planning workshop

§ Operational calendar

Exercises

§ Conceptual map

§ Dyna SWOT

§ Competitor Analysis, Core competencies

§ Dashboards

Tools



Toolkit 2: Squad Selection
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Objectives Findings and Critical Success Factors Recommendations and Implications

§ To select an “on-field” team to execute 
strategy and game plans

§ To select an “off-field” team to help the 
on-field team execute plans:
– Support

§ Can be controversial

§ Is (probably) more of a personality / 
psychological selection
– Talent is not enough

§ Squads require depth and width in talent, 
personality

§ Requires clear thinking and certainty

§ Select in line with plans:
– Specific plans require specific players 
– Support staff

§ Proper selection is done in line with a 
clear role profile and uses multi sourced 
instruments:
– Observation

– Applications

– Questionnaires
– Interviews

– Psychometrics

– Panels



Player selection toolkit: An 
example
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Weighting Attitude History Biographical Interviews Preferences Psychological 
make-up

Assessment 
Centre Total

Team Strategy

A 20 ü ü ü ü ü ü 6

B 10 ü 1

C 5 ü ü 2

Team Strategy

A 10 ü ü ü ü ü ü ü 8

B 10 ü ü ü ü 4

C 5 ü ü ü 3

Team Strategy

A 25 ü ü ü ü ü ü ü 20

B 10 ü ü ü ü ü ü 7

C 15 12

TOTAL 100 65



Toolkit: Roles and Responsibilities
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§ To agree on individual roles in line with strategy and 
tactics

§ To define each member’s “job description”
– Clear and unambiguous 

§ “Stay in your lane”
– Role confusion vs. focus

§ Each member to have 3-5 clearly defined objectives
§ These need to be reviewed, measures and improved throughout
§ Roles are “on” and “off” field oriented
§ Roles are specific to tactics and game plans but a generally do not change 

that much
§ The do not replace general roles such as tackling, clearing out etc.

Objectives

Findings and Critical Success factors

Implications and recommendations

§ Strategy alignment

§ CSF / Killer concerns

§ General vs. specific

Exercises

§ RACI

§ Role profiles / Job descriptions / Charters
– Objective

– Deliverables

– CSF’s

– Key process steps / Activities

– Interdependencies

Tools



Toolkit 4: Team and Individual 
Goals
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§ To formulate goals, outcomes and targets:
– Team

– Individual

§ Goal setting

§ Goals and targets need to be input and output driven
§ Are general and specific; qualitative and quantitative
§ Are the measurable expression of role profiles
§ Expressed and easily understood
§ Preferably a short-term orientation
§ Realistic and attainable

– SMART

Objectives

Toolkit

Findings and Critical Success factors

§ Team objectives

§ Individual contributions and team objectives

Exercises



Toolkit 5: Fundamentals: Fitness, 
Fun and Focus
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Objectives Findings Recommendations

§ To include a performance effectiveness 
component into fitness sessions

§ Periodisation indicates that exercise 
routines need to change regularly

§ 6-8 week phases followed by short rest 
and relaxation periods

§ To further develop the ability of the 
athlete to focus on specific exercises, 
team training and game plans

§ Young athletes tend to learn in short, 
training sessions coupled with routine 
exercises

§ Weekly and daily training sessions should 
follow a routine with variety

§ To ensure enjoyment and fun remain at 
the centre of the team programme

§ Motivators, satisfiers and preferences 
one person-specific – these are taken 
into account during strategic planning, 
PDR’s and reviews 

§ Psychological assessment needs to be 
done in order to identify these above



Toolkit 6: Individualised Performance 
Conditioning Programme
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§ To develop a personal conditioning 
programme based on season strategy, 
team goals, individual roles and targets, 
and personal development areas

§ To serve as a planning and review 
process

§ Programme needs to be built on 
individual strengths, development areas

§ Programmes need to be unique and 
individual specific in line with team and 
individual goals:

– Usually the result of a ‘GAP’ analysis
§ Optimistic and positive orientation 

needs to be adopted throughout with 
timeous feedback and self evaluation

Objectives Findings and Critical Success 
factors



Toolkit: Individualised Conditioning 
Charter (Example)
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My role profile Measurement Feedback Development actions

§ Complete defensive tackles § 5 per half § Am good at low tackles § Need to attack the ball more 
during defence:
– Arm and upper body strength

§ Ensures clean ball while on 
attack

§ # clean balls per attack play

§ Support and motivate loose-
head prop – especially on 
defence

§ Distract opposing hooker at 
set pieces

§ Tend to become introverted 
and quiet as game progresses

§ Say more – but keep to critical 
moments in game
– Don’t become a chatter-box

My goals / targets Measurement Feedback Development actions

§ Etc § Etc § Etc § etc



Toolkit 7: Performance Measurement, 
Feedback and Management
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§ To agree on a performance 
measurement system for the team 
and individual use

§ Goals and objectives should be created 
but the systems can be designed using 
BEST practices

§ Mix of ‘blended’ objectives:
– See earlier

§ Is to be part of a Weekly PDR
§ Should integrate and align with team 

strategy, targets and individual 
programmes

Objectives Findings and Critical Success 
factors

§ See example

Recommendations 



Toolkit: Performance Management 
(Example)
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Team Targets Score Inputs to Improve Comments

§ Max 5 – blended

Individual Targets Score Inputs to Improve Comments

§ About 3-5 blended



Toolkit 8: Arousal, ‘Big Game’ 
Temperament and Resilience
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§ To develop the competence to remain 
focussed for the duration of games, 
training and exercises

§ To further develop resilience, 
optimism and tenacity

§ To be able to ‘pick oneself’ up (for 
particular games especially)

§ Athletes can be trained to improve 
concentration levels, resilience and 
arousal

§ Regular assessment and feedback with 
ongoing exercises throughout the 
season

Objectives Findings and Critical Success 
factors

§ Weekly PDR’s  

§ Teams to become familiar with primary 
– receny effect

§ Optimistic, positive and development 
oriented and team culture remains key 

§ Identify individual / team zone of 
optimal functioning 

Recommendations 



Toolkit 9: Relaxation, Visualisation
and Imagery
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§ To develop visualisation skills using 
positive imagery

§ To provide relaxation techniques

§ Most widely used techniques:

– Across codes

Objectives Findings and Critical Success factors

§ Night before on own

§ Before, During and After matches

§ Switching “on/off”

Recommendations 



Toolkit 10: Learning, Change and 
Continuous Improvement
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§ To provide coaches and squad 
members with insight into how 
individuals learn

§ Learning styles should be included as 
input into change strategies and tactics

Objectives Findings and Critical Success factors

§ Learning style inventory administered

Exercises



Toolkit 11: Support, Communication 
– Stakeholder Management
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§ To remind team management that communications to key 
stakeholders is important

– Parents

– Sponsors

– Other coaches

§ To identify and allocate communications role:

– Coach

– An other

– Captain

§ Is a critical success factor and needs to be managed, 
especially when changes are made

§ Is an effective change management tool

Objectives Findings



Toolkit 12: Team-based Culture
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§ To develop a team-based performance 
driven culture

§ Culture is the summary of accepted and 
expected behaviours, attitudes, norms 
and values

§ Culture replicates over time, 
generations

§ It is unique to Nations, organisations, 
teams and families

§ Is reliance on symbols, traditions, 
celebrations, activities

§ Reinforced and changed through 
constant and consistent messaging

§ Culture is ‘scripted’ by formal and 
informal leaders

§ Dependent on ‘followership’

§ Is difficult to ‘articulate’:
– More like personality

Objectives Findings

§ Nebulous to some – but we all know it 
when we see and experience it

§ Needs to be carefully thought through, 
conceptualised and concretised 
through:

– Vision and strategy symbols

– Values, attitudes and behaviours

– Reinforcers and rewards:
• Public and private

– Constant messaging and communications
• Language, signage

– Regular celebrations
• Experience, feel

§ Must result in a team ‘language’
– Developed by coaching staff

Implications and recommendations


